[Study of the audiospinal effect on the H-reflex].
Studies of the audiospinal effect on the H-reflex demonstrated that in normal test subjects and in patients with injuries to the spinal cord coupled with parapareses and in part of patients with paraplegia of the lower limbs, there was a sound-induced 30-70% increase in the amplitude of the H-reflex. As the interval between the conditioning sound and testing electric stimulations was raised, two maxima of the increment of the H-reflex amplitude within 30-40 ms and 80-100 ms were revealed. The increased H-response within these intervals seems likely to be connected with the conduction of excitation from the brain cortex via the pyramidal tract and the reticulospinal tract. Part of the patients with spinal cord injuries and paraplegia of the lower limbs did not manifest any sound-induced increase in the H-reflex. Apparently, such lack of increase is either a consequence of the functional blockade of the afferent conduction tract or that of their anatomical disturbance. The method of the audiospinal effect on the H-reflexes may be used for diagnostic purposes, namely for the determination of the conduction via the afferent cerebrospinal tract.